Please read the operator's manual carefully and make sure you understand the instructions before using the machine.
EXTENSION TABLE ATTACHMENT

Please read the iQTS244 operator's manual carefully and make sure you understand the instructions before using the machine.

ASSEMBLY

1. Lift the cutting head.
2. Pull the extension table out.
3. Remove cutting fence from attachment.
4. Place extension table attachment on the iQTS244
Align the locator pins with holes in the table (A) while releasing the extension table lock (B). Extension table lock will lock table in place once released.

Set cutting fence for desired cut dimension at each end of the extension table attachment.

Use black end clamps to secure cutting fence to extension table attachment.

Feed tile into cutting blade while controlling the edge along the cutting fence for accurate cuts. NOTE: Making cuts smaller than 1” require the dust guard to be removed.

Make your cut. NOTE: A good work practice is to keep the blade sharp with a dressing stone for best cutting performance and accuracy.